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About This Content

In Thank You: The Game 3, you play a man who has dedicated his life to helping strangers by answering their most important
deep life changing queries and helping them in their most precious times of need like helping someone find their keys and

rescuing a kitten from a tree.
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thank you the game 3

Tons of fun. If you've ever wanted to fly this game definitely provides that in an amazing way and there's a bunch of areas to
explore while you do. I expected this to make me feel gross but I didn't have any trouble with it. The only thing that made me a
little uncomfortable was the hyperloop and the strobing effect of the tube and in space I felt like I didn't have as much
recognizable control, niether made me feel off for a lasting period of time.. Nice game but need to improve about some bug

Love scrolling Story ><. Well what can I say about it, you get what you expect from pictures. It's kinda fun, but then it gets
harder. I got into level 6 or something like that and I couldn't pass even that one lol. Got it while it was on sale for like 0,70
euros. Is it bad? No, but definitely not something you can play all day.
5\/10. While I have only played the first FNaF, the comparison is certainly there. You are hunted by animatronics and the
difficulty of escaping them increases as the game goes on. The difference, and this is what I liked, was the ability to move
around the station, and the ability to hide -- hiding can be key at times, depending on the pattern of the animatronics (and they
do seem to have patterns they follow at different times in the game). You do get to a point though, especially when all 3
animatronics are active, where you get tired of dying and just go for it (of course, only to die again). At this point in the game,
getting to the next check point is somewhat luck, as there is no way to use stealth to just hide and sneak to the next goal.

Definately a creepy game with a lot of jump scare -- especially in the first half of the game. But you do get somewhat used to
the confrontations and dying (and throw your hands up as you say "not again!"). No lights at the beginning and end of the game,
flickering lights in between, and a weak flashlight -- that sometimes goes completly out -- give it great atmosphere.

What I didn't like was the seemingly random difficulty when all three animatronics were active (and I played on easy). And
there are only a few checkpoints in the game, so you always had to start back on the last one. The music does add to the
atmosphere but it is too loud and covers up the sound clues sometimes -- and the sound clues are key to this game. You also
should play with headphones but the sound is not as positional as it should be, so sometime it seems the animatronics are near
when actually they are in the next room. Overall it seemed more luck, especially later in the game, to make it to the next
checkpoint.

There is a 'story' but you really don't get much of it. It also leaves it open for a sequel, so no closure.

I did get this game in a bundle for quite cheap. At that price, it was an enjoyable game. If I had paid full price, I may not have
been as happy. But overall good game and gameplay -- and it did what it should have done, and that was to freak me out!. WUZ
KANGZ. PLAY AS WAKANDA. THIS TOTALLY HAPPENED AND WUZ TEH KANGZ. DASRITE NO REVISIONISM
GOING ON HERE WAZ KANGZ. DASRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIITE. I lost track of time playing this game. Very addictive.. This game,
is okay. It gave me some giggles, but could have been way better. Some things fixed maybe it would be worth more to invest my
time in it. Also enemys move at the speed of sound, much like Sonic.
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Not really my style game. Reminded me of playing the Chester Cheeta game on the SNES, namely the clnky movement and bad
music.

I wasn't going to say anything except I was caught in a glitch 7 minutes in to the first level. There are 1-way doors which allow
you to retry a failed jump. Sell, my body went through, but my wheel stayed below. I was totally trapped. I didn't even look for a
checkpoint system. F this game. Fail.

P.S. Pressing Post Review I was met with a prompt saying I needed to play for 5 minutes to leave a review.
I tried to restart the game. Already running.

On top of it all, this is one of those games which stays running in the background after you close it!. This game for me is a tale
of two halves, it has its positives but mostly negatives.

Positives:
Ability to take over services at designated stations
Career mode-esque
Ability to continue driving the service once the terminus has been reached
Some physics

Negatives
Water and leaves coming through the train windows....
Sound pack is awful, its the same both inside and out of the train
Awful graphics
Interface is awful

This is so sad, as many of the features Ihave listed as an issue on this game were dealt with rather well in the London
Underground version they made, which is MUCH better.. This game ambitiously combines aspects from many of my favorite
space games including: Space Engineers, Faster Than Light, Rodina, and Star Conflict. But don't compare Interstellar Rift to
these large titles just yet, because this game still has a long way to go. I am still, however, optimistic of what this game might
become.as it has alot of potential to challenge it's predisesors. This will only be possible through constant development, updates,
comunity support, and input. Here is a list of pros and cons on the initial launch date:

06/23/2015

^^^^^ Please read above first! ^^^^^
Pros:
-Beautyful Ship interior
-High level of detail inside
-Command consoles and Gui's make it feel like you are accually in the future
-Ship editor is laid out well
-Ship design is alot easier than Space Engineers
-Gameplay provides alot of future potential
-Game contains alot of potential to be the next big space game!

Cons:
-Ship editor is confusing and makes it hard to place some objects / systems
-Exterior ship hull severely needs work as it feels like a voxel game instead of the ideal realism
-Confusing systems onbord the ships
-Ship control needs refinement
-Tutorials needed!

This game truely 'shoots for the stars' and could very well be the next big space game ONLY if it is maintained, updated, and
improved on a constant basis ("every two weeks" ~keep to your word) with help from the dev. team and the playing comunity.
This game is definitely worth checking out and supporting if you have ever wanted a truly wonderful space game experience.
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I can't wait!

Thanks,
~Captain 06/23/2015. Has some hitreg issues for high ping players but very fun otherwise.

. Anyone struggling with pornography should avoid this game entirely. AHEGAL pretty much goes against Matthew 5:28 and
promotes lusting after (and using) women. As a Christian, I cannot recommend this game to fellow believers.. Fast and looks
cool.. I remember when this game had a nice small community of active players and an active developer, its a shame that I had
to give this a negative review but I feel like this game was abandoned by the developer, I miss this game.
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